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I.

INTRODUCTION.

At its eleventh session (meeting of September 17th, 1930) the Assembly adopted the followingresolution:

"The Assembly,
" Having noted with keen satisfaction the resolution adopted at Geneva on September

8th, I930, by the representatives of the European Governments Members of the League ofNations;
"Being convinced, as they are, that close co-operation between the Governments ofEurope in every field of international activity is of capital importance for the preservation

of peace;
" Sharing their unanimous opinion that such co-operation, whatever form it may assume,should be within the framework of the League of Nations, in complete accord with the League

and in the spirit of the Covenant:
" Invites the Governments of the European States Members of the League of Nations,

acting, with the assistance of the Secretariat, as a Commission of the League, to pursue theenquiry which has already been begun, and of which the French memorandum of May I7th,
I930, and the replies thereto constitute the first elements;

" Reminds them that, in so far as such co-operation may seem to them to be useful forthe pursuit of their enquiry, it is open to them to conduct this enquiry in conjunction withnon-European Members and with non-member Governments;
"And requests that the first results of this enquiry should, in so far as is possible, beembodied in the form of definite proposals in a report which should be prepared in time toallow of its submission to the next Assembly."

Immediately after the adoption of this resolution, the President of the Assembly made thefollowing statement:

" I am sure that I am expressing the unanimous opinion of the Assembly in adding that
those States Members of the League which are not represented on the Commission just set up
should, nevertheless, be entitled to send observers to the Commission's meetings, so that theymay submit their views, should they think fit. I take it that the Assembly approves this
proposal."

II.

SURVEY OF THE WORK DONE BY THE COMMISSION OF ENQUIRY.
The Commission of Enquiry held its first session on September 23rd, 930. It elected as its

President, M. Briand, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the French Republic. The Secretary-General
of the League was appointed Secretary of the Commission. It was decided that the Commission
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should consist of a representative of each of the States Members of the Commission, and that these

States should be free to appoint deputy representatives.
The date of the second session of the Commission was fixed for January I93I-a few days

before the meeting of the Council of the League. The Secretary-General was requested to collect

all useful information which, added to the material the Commission already had at its disposal,

would enable it to estimate the task ahead of it. The Secretary-General was also requested to

submit, if necessary, a report on the work of the Second Conference with a View to Concerted
Economic Action, to be held on November I 7 th, 1930. Finally, the Commission decided to

take the name of " Commission of Enquiry for European Union ".
The second session of the Commission was held from January I6th to 2Ist, I93I. Between

the first and second sessions the Secretary-General had communicated to the Members a report,

dated December g9th, I930, giving an account of certain technical questions (already dealt with

by the League or at the time under consideration) with a direct or indirect bearing on the economic

crisis. A summary of this report is to be found in Appendix I.
The Commission also received a memorandum from the International Labour Office on certain

questions dealt with by that Office of special interest to European States. A summary of this

memorandum is to be found in Appendix II.
The Commission received proposals from a number of Governments; and M. Colijn, president

of the Second International Conference with a View to Concerted EconomicAction,made a statement

on the work of this Conference (see the Commission's Minutes, document C.I 4 4 .M.45.I93.VII,

of February I6th, I93I).
The Commission adopted a number of resolutions (seeAppendix III) and instructed its President

to submit them to the Council of the League of Nations and to ask it to be good enough to note

them and to authorise the technical organisations and the Secretary-General of the League to

take the action required. The Council on January 23rd, 193I, gave the authorisation required

and authorised the technical organisations and the Secretary-General of the League to take

the necessary action to put the resolution into operation.
Below are the texts of the various resolutions adopted at the second session, together with

the action taken on them in each case.

RESOLUTION No. I.

"The Commission of Enquiry for European Union:

" Having regard to the resolution of the Assembly of the League of Nations of September

I7th, I930:
" Decides to study the world economic crisis, in so far as it affects the European countries

as a whole, and to invite, through the Secretary-General, the Governments of Iceland,

Turkey, and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to participate in this study."

Action taken.

The Governments of Iceland, Turkey and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics have
accepted the invitation sent to them in accordance with the terms of this resolution.

RESOLUTION No. II.

" The Commission of Enquiry for European Union:

" Recognising the exceptional gravity of the crisis through which the agricultural
countries of Central and Eastern Europe are passing, and the necessity of remedying this
situation in Europe, without awaiting those more far-reaching solutions which it trusts
will be devised and for which the Wheat Conference, to meet in Rome on March 26th, I931,
is to prepare:

" Is of opinion that this situation could be greatly improved if the authorised represen-
tatives of the European countries affected (grain-exporting countries of Central and Eastern
Europe and European importing countries) were to meet at an early date and make a common
effort to find means of disposing of the grain surplus at present available. The meeting would

be called on the sole initiative of the President of the Commission of Enquiry for European
Union, and its conclusions would be put into effect without further reference to the Commission
of Enquiry."

Action taken.

In execution of this resolution a Conference of the grain-exporting countries of Central and
Eastern Europe and of certain European importing countries was held on February 23rd, under
the chairmanship of M. Fran~ois-Poncet (France), and a Final Act was signed by seventeen
countries. The Final Act states that the wheat surpluses from the 1930 harvest represent only a
small part of the needs of the European countries which import wheat. It further noted that
both the representatives of the countries which normally buy foreign wheat and those of the
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countries which do not import foreign wheat, or do not usually import wheat from the countries
under consideration, are willing to participate to the utmost possible extent in the purchase of the
stocks of wheat recognised to be available in those countries or in some of them. As regards the
details of the commercial operations which will have to take place and the terms of the contracts
which will bind the purchasers to the vendors and will define the conditions governing their
transactions, the Conference recognised that, in view of the great diversity of cases, it would be
difficult for the Conference itself to prescribe an identical solution for all; but the signatories,
being prepared to reserve a certain proportion of their imports of foreign wheat for wheat originating
in the countries under consideration, undertook to initiate without delay the negotiations necessary
to enable those transactions to be carried out, and thus to justify to the full the confidence which
the Commission of Enquiry for European Union had placed in them. The results of their efforts
were to be communicated to the Commission of Enquiry for Economic Union at its forthcoming
sessions.

The Conference studied in the same spirit the figures relating to the surpluses of maize and
barley. It noted that these surpluses, which were concentrated in a smaller number of countries,
were less as a whole than the aggregate import requirements of European countries for the current
year.

It further noted that the importing countries were prepared, as in the case of wheat, to reserve
part of their imports of foreign maize and barley for maize and barley originating in the countries
concerned. It noted with satisfaction that large purchases had already been or were now being
made, and that certain countries had taken special measures which, if applied in a liberal spirit,
would facilitate the disposal of the stocks of certain exporting countries. The Conference was
of opinion that action similar to that contemplated in the resolution relating to wheat should be
taken by the European countries which were concerned in the importation of maize and barley.
The Conference reserved the examination of the question of rye and oats.

RESOLUTION No. III.

" The Commission of Enquiry is of opinion that there will still remain an important
question for solution. The measures taken for the disposal of the I930 harvest and those
contemplated below for the establishment of agricultural credit unaffected leave the
problem of the export of future harvest surpluses unaffected:

" (a) The Wheat Conference, which is to meet at Rome in March I931, will no doubt
make suggestions of the utmost importance in regard to the world situation.

" The Commission of Enquiry trusts that the overseas countries affected will consent
to take part in this Conference, so that the problem may be examined in all its aspects.

" (b) As regards Europe, it is necessary to set up a Committee to study all measures
capable of leading to the desired result, including tariff arrangements.

" This Committee will be composed of eleven members--namely, the representatives
of Austria, Belgium, the British Empire, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, France, Germany, Italy,
Norway, Switzerland and Yugoslavia. The Secretary-General of the League of Nations will
be asked for the assistance of the technical committees, and the International Institute of
Agriculture will also be asked to help. The Committee will be summoned very shortly at
the instance of the President of the Commission of Enquiry for European Union. It will
work as rapidly as possible, and its conclusions will be submitted to the Commission of Enquiry
for European Union."

Action taken.

The Committee for which this resolution provided met on February 26th, I93I, under the
chairmanship of M. Francois-Poncet (France). It recognised that the disposal of surplus European
cereals was not merely a European but a world problem, and that a wholly satisfactory solution
could be reached only by an understanding between all the parts of the world concerned. As
compared with the pre-war figure, the total cereal-growing areas of Europe have not increased,
although the yield is slightly greater. There is no over-production in Europe; there is over-
production in the world as a whole, and, in view of the circumstances in which that over-pro-
duction has taken place and the re-entry of Russian cereals into the market, it is clear that the
resultant crisis would not settle itself until after a long lapse of time and at the cost of great
suffering.

The Committee therefore considered that it was in the interest of producers in every continent
to act together with a view to checking the speed of the crisis. One of the results of the Wheat
Conference held at Rome on March 26th, I93I, was that the grain exporting countries decided to
meet in May.

The Committee entered upon the study of the proposals made to improve the European
situation, and in the first place examined the Customs privileges that the exporting countries of
Central and Eastern Europe, which attach the greatest importance to them, asked certain European
countries to grant.

On this subject, the Committee took into consideration the work already accomplished by a
Committee of the Conference for Concerted Economic Action held at Geneva in November I930,
the findings of that Committee as a result of its work being still valid. It also learned that practical
attempts on the lines in question were shortly to be made by several European countries, which
stated that they intended to carry them out with due reference to the definitions and the safeguards
laid down in the Annex to the Final Act of the November Conference.
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The Committee then turned its attention to other measures which seemed to it calculated
to facilitate the regular disposal of the surplus cereals in question by improving the conditions
of sale. In particular, it thought that conditions and costs of transports which limit the area
in which these cereals can be disposed of would have to be examined by the national administrations
of the transit and import countries.

The Committee felt that these measures-the effect of which, though no doubt limited, would
nevertheless be far from negligible-might with advantage be supplemented by banking measures
relating to sales and purchases of cereals and methods of payment. Thus it might be possible to
contemplate for the discounting of bills a better use of markets in which the rate of interest is low,
the warranting of goods and possibly the introduction of the system of negotiable transport
documents.

The Committee also noted with satisfaction the progress recently made by exporting countries
in the organisation of their exports of cereals. It expressed the hope that these efforts would be
continued.

As regards the purchasing countries, it also expressed the hope that statistics would be collected
more rapidly and in greater detail, in order to enable available stocks and requirements to be
estimated at all times with greater certainty. Closer collaboration between the public services and
private trade would also facilitate and render more fruitful negotiations with the organisations
of selling countries.

As the Committee pointed out, several purchasers had expressed the hope that certain kinds
of Danubian wheat would be better adapted to the requirements of the milling trade in their
respective countries. They stated that action on these lines would undoubtedly lead to increased
business and higher prices.

The Committee recommended that, agricultural phenomena being by their very nature
liable to change, the problems arising out of the production of and trade in cereals in Europe
might, if found necessary and at the most suitable time, be made the subject of further consultations
under the auspices of the Commission of Enquiry for European Union.

RESOLUTION No. IV.

"With regard to agricultural credit, the Commission of Enquiry for European Union
finds that the investigation of this question has been carried far enough for a detailed scheme
to be drawn up.

" The Financial Committee has made a very interesting report to the Commission of
Enquiry, and the latter notes that the Financial Committee is to continue its investigation.

"It considers it highly desirable that a complete scheme of executory measures should
be submitted to the Council of the League of Nations in May next in such detail that, if
approved by the Council, it can be put into effect forthwith.

" The Commission of Enquiry accordingly decides to appoint a Committee of eleven
members-namely, the representatives of the British Empire, Bulgaria, Denmark, France,
Germany, Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Roumania and Sweden-which will,
if necessary, hear the views of the representatives of the other countries concerned.

"This Committee will watch the work of the Financial Committee and keep in touch
with the matter in order that a detailed programme, both financial and legal, may be submitted
to the Council of the League of Nations at its session in May next, so that it may deliberate
with full knowledge of the facts and prescribe prompt executory measures should it so decide."

Action taken.

The Sub-Committee for Agricultural Credit met on April 2oth, I93I, under the presidency
of M. Fran~ois-Poncet (France), and again on May I3 th, 193I, under the presidency of Mr. W. R.
Smith (Great Britain) to examine a draft Convention, Charter and Statutes relating to an Inter-
national Agricultural Mortgage Credit Company. These documents had been prepared by a
delegation of the Financial Committee of the League of Nations.

Subsequently, at its meeting in May, the Commission examined these documents and recom-
mended them to the Council, which adopted them. A summary of these documents, which have
been communicated to all the States Members of the League (document C.375M.I55.I93I.II.A.),
will be found in the Secretary-General's report on the work of the Council. The Convention
after its approval by the Council was opened for signature at one of the meetings of the
Commission of Enquiry and was immediately signed by sixteen States.

RESOLUTION No. V.

" The Commission of Enquiry for European Union:

"Being strongly of opinion that the result of the putting into force of the Commercial
Convention of March 24th, I930, would be to create such an atmosphere of stability and
confidence as would enable the execution of the programme of future negotiations also drawn
up on March 24th,-I930, to be usefully prosecuted and extended:

" Counts upon its members to do all in their power to ensure that the said Commercial
Convention is speedily put into force; and

" Trusts that the bilateral negotiations opened in consequence of the Conference with
a View to Concerted Economic Action of November 1930 may be actively pursued."
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Action taken.

The Commission, as such, was not called upon to take any action on this resolution.

RESOLUTION No. VI.

"The Commission of Enquiry for European Union:

"Being apprehensive in regard to the unemployment position in Europe and the very
grave consequences it is producing;

" Requests the Secretariat of the League of Nations to acquaint it at the May session
with the first results of the work undertaken by the Economic and Financial Organisation
and the International Labour Office referred to in Resolution I6 of the eleventh Assembly."

Action taken.

At its second session (May I931), the Commission had before it a preliminary report on certain
phases of the economic depression, prepared by the Economic and Financial Organisation, and a
report by the International Labour Office on the question of unemployment in its bearing upon
the interests of the workers; it also received memoranda from the International Institute of
Agriculture. The essential points in these reports are summarised in Appendices IV, V and VI.

RESOLUTION No. VII.

" A Committee is set up, consisting of the representatives of the British Empire,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland
and Yugoslavia.

" This Committee will examine the constitution, organisation and procedure of the
Commission of Enquiry for European Union. The other questions on the agenda of the
Commission will also be submitted to this Committee."

Action taken.

The Organisation Sub-Committee met on March 24 th under the chairmanship of M. Briand.
On the proposal of its Rapporteur, M. Motta (Switzerland), it adopted a report on the constitution,
organisation and procedure of the Commission of Enquiry for European Union. The following
are the principal points in this report, the text of which will be found in Appendix VII.

The Commission of Enquiry for European Union is a League Commission, and it is its duty,
as such, to report to the Council and Assembly, which will decide what action is to be taken on its
resolutions. Under these conditions, therefore, the Commission may secure the assistance of the
technical organisations and advisory Committees of the League. Those States Members of the
League which are not represented on the Commission are entitled to send observers to its meetings
and submit their views, should they think fit. These States share, moreover, in the general
supervision exercised by the Council and the Assembly over all the Commission's proceedings.

Acting as a League Commission, the Commission of Enquiry is subject, generally, to the usual rules
for such Commissions, but it has already made special rules of its own. For example, it has already
agreed that each Government may be represented by a delegate and, if it so desires, by a deputy-
delegate. It has already invited certain European Governments, not members of the League, to
take part in the study of the world economic crisis in so far as it affects the European countries
as a whole. It has set up ad hoc Committees of its own members to deal with special questions.
It retains the right to set up other such committees in future, on the understanding that, in each
case, it will decide upon their composition, the subject with which they are to deal, and their
duration. In each case, such committees should include representatives of the States specially
interested in the question under consideration. Any Member who may wish to place a question
on the agenda of any session will be asked to inform the Secretary-General not less than one month
before the opening of the session. With the Chairman's approval, the Secretary-General could
then send out a provisional agenda to all Members three weeks before the beginning of the session.
Every request to have a question placed on the agenda should be accompanied by a statement
specifying in detail the subject in question and its European aspects. At the first meeting of each
session the Commission would fix its final agenda, and questions which were referred to the Commis-
sion but were not on the provisional agenda could not, of course, be discussed at the current session,
unless, for reasons of urgency, the Commission so decided. The Commission could always refer
any question submitted to it to an ad hoc sub-commission for a preliminary opinion before deciding
whether to place it on the agenda. The Commission has already laid it down that, in principle, its
proceedings shall be public. It might be arranged that, following the practice of the League
Council, the Commission shall hold a private meeting at the beginning of each session for the
purpose of fixing the final agenda.

Each year, after the Assembly of the League of Nations, the Commission would elect its
Chairman and its Vice-Chairmen. The Secretary-General of the League of Nations would always
act as Secretary to the Commission.



RESOLUTION No. VIII.

" As the result of our discussions and conversations during the last few days concerning

the problems which our Governments have respectively to face, it has become plain that

economic recovery is now being hindered by lack of confidence in the course of future events

due to widespread political anxiety. That anxiety has been increased by irresponsible talk

in various quarters concerning the possibility of international war.

" We recognise that there are political difficulties in Europe at the present time, and

that these difficulties have been accentuated by the economic instability and unrest which

the world economic depression has caused. The best service we can render towards the

improvement of the economic position is the firm assurance of European peace. We therefore

declare, as Foreign Ministers or responsible representatives of European States, that we are

more than ever determined to use the machinery of the League to prevent any resort to

violence."

Action taken.

The Commission as such was not called upon to take any action on this resolution.

*

The third session of the Commission was held from May 15th to 2Ist. The Commission

at the outset adopted the report of the Organising Sub-Committee and decided to transmit it to the

Assembly.
The Commission, on the recommendation of the Organising Sub-Committee which had before

it a proposal by the Polish Government to this effect, invited the Free City of Danzig to participate,

so far as is permitted by its legal status and by the agreements existing between Poland and the

Free City of Danzig, and in the form prescribed by those agreements, in the work undertaken

regarding the study of the world economic crisis.

As regards economic questions, the Commission's agenda included the reports of the Sub-

Committees submitted between the second and third sessions, the reports of the Secretariat and

of the International Labour Office, memoranda supplied by the International Institute of Agricul-

ture and a report by M. Colijn, President of the Second International Conference with a View

to Concerted Economic Action, on the results of that Conference.

Furthermore, the Commission had before it two proposals by the German Government:

(I) concerning the direction to be given to Customs policy in Europe and (2) concerning Customs

exemption for liquid fuel used for motor vehicles crossing land, air, sea or river frontiers. As

regards the first of these questions, the German Government thought that the position created

by the present Customs conditions in Europe and by the failure of the Commercial Convention

of Geneva of March 24 th, 1930, should be examined, and stated that it would make a communica-

tion with regard to the objects which it sought to achieve in this field, in agreement with the

Austrian Government. It further expressed the opinion that the possibilities of improving Euro-

pean commercial relations by means of preferential Customs tariffs should be further examined.

The Italian Government had also inserted in the agenda the question of considering at the

first favourable opportunity the most suitable procedure for bringing the Commercial Convention

of March 24 th, 1930, into effect without delay, and securing the accession to it of the largest

possible number of European Governments.

The Belgian Government had had included in the agenda the questions of the extended

application of the principle on which the Commercial Convention of 1930 is based, the treatment

of foreigners and the transport and transit of electric power.

During the session, the French Government submitted to the Commission a constructive

plan for the solution of the most urgent economic problems in Europe.

The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics submitted a draft Pact of Economic

Non-Aggression.
A number of other Governments submitted suggestions relating to these various questions.

On the basis of this documentation and as a result of exhaustive discussion, the Commission,

being desirous of studying all methods capable of remedying the crisis now weighing upon European

countries, the continuance of which would cause increasing distress and misery, and being convinced

that the solution of this problem must be sought in ever more intimate economic co-operation

between the States of Europe and the whole world, adopted a series of resolutions (see

Appendix VIII). The resolutions propose, among other things, the establishment of a certain

number of sub-committees for executive action or research of recognised utility. The Council of

the League of Nations, under which the sub-committees have been placed, has given the requisite

authority and made available the necessary grants.
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Appendix I.

SUMMARY OF THE REPORT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL ON CERTAIN
TECHNICAL QUESTIONS WHICH HAVE BEEN DEALT WITH BY THE LEAGUE
OF NATIONS.'

As regarded the past, questions had been selected in the solution of which special interest
had been shown by European States. As a criterion of special interest may be taken the fact that
a Convention had been ratified, or carried into effect, principally or solely by European States,
or the fact that a Conference had been summoned by the Council on a purely European basis, or,
alternatively, that European States had solely or principally elected to attend a Conference open
to all.

As regarded work actually in hand, the questions described had been chosen from amongst
those already entrusted to the technical organisations and which appeared at that moment to
have a special value for European States or to need for their solution special action by European
States. In view of these considerations, the Economic and Financial Section and the Transit
and Health Sections had prepared descriptions of their work on the bases indicated.

*
* *

The Economic and Financial Section drew attention to the following points:

I. For the progressive execution of the programme of concerted economic action, great
importance attached to the putting into force of the Commercial Convention, a decision as to which
was to be taken at a Conference to be held on March I6th, 1931.

2. Equal importance attached to the results of the negotiations which were to be begun, as
a sequel to the second Conference which had taken place in November 1930, between Great Britain
on the one hand, and those continental countries which are the principal importers of British goods
on the other.

3. It was desirable to resume consideration of the Convention for the A bolition of Prohibitions
with a view to an effort to find a solution for the special obstacles which prevented the Convention-
after it had received the ratifications of eighteen European States and of Japan and the United

1 Document C.I 4 4 .M. 4 5.1931.VII.
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States of America-from coming into force under conditions enabling it to have its full effect in

Europe.

4. In view of the serious situation of agriculturists, particularly in the countries of Central

and Eastern Europe, owing to the absence or defective organisation or excessive cost of agricultural

credit, the last Conference with a View to Concerted Economic Action had explicitly requested

the Council to treat this question as urgent, particularly in the case of the countries mentioned

above where these difficulties were exceptionally grave. Certain European countries had already

arrived at agreements on various aspects of the agricultural problem.

On points I, 2 and 3, the President of the Conference with a View to Concerted Economic

Action, M. Colijn (Netherlands), made a statement to the Commission explaining the principal

questions which had remained pending after that Conference.

5. The Fiscal Committee, being a permanent organ of the League and including in its

composition the most qualified experts, was able, thanks to its studies of model conventions

for the avoidance of double taxation and tax evasion, to offer valuable assistance to all countries

desirous of concluding conventions of this kind with one another, whether bilateral or plurilateral.

6. The Financial Committee, a body which had given numerous proofs of its competence,

was at the disposal of the Council (as expressly stated in its last report) for the purpose of consulta-

tion and advice to any country or group of countries desiring such on all questions within its

competence.

7. The statistical and economic intelligence service was organised so as to supply accurate

details, not only in regard to the position and relations of the various countries whether Members

of the League or not, but also in regard to the relations of the various continents considered as such

and, in particular, the relations between Europe and the rest of the world.

* *

Among the questions under consideration by the Communications and Transit Section, the

Secretary-General's report cited the International Status of Broadcasting, the European Conference

on Road Traffic, Air Transport Co-operation, and the Unification of European River Law, the

first European Conference on which had just come to an end.

Further, the Transit Organisation has under consideration-again in conjunction with the

Conference with a View to Concerted Economic Action-the questions of the transport of

agricultural products, the rationalisation of transport and the adjustment of railway tariffs with

a view to indirect protection.

Among the subjects dealt with in the past, the report mentioned the studies of the position

of inland navigation in Europe, particularly on the Rhine and Danube, and the questions of compe-

tition between waterways and railways, the international passport regime, etc., the unification

of tonnage measurement in inland navigation in Europe, and the European Conference on Cards

for Emigrants in Transit.

It was pointed out that the Statute of the Communications and Transit Organisation allowed

the Council of the League to summon limited conferences, to which only States specially interested

in particular questions would be invited.

The report finally pointed out the following facts:

A substantial part of the constructive work of the Health Organisation has been done in

Europe, partly because modern methods of hygiene and preventive medicine are well known

there, and partly because the great war had a detrimental influence on health conditions in Europe,

that called for immediate remedial measures. The experience gained in dealing with this situation

has since been available and of use for countries outside Europe.

In 1922, a Conference of representatives of European Powers, organised by the League, met

at Warsaw to devise means of checking the epidemics then rife in Eastern Europe, as a result

of famine, movements of populations and post-war repatriation.

Information concerning epidemics is distributed regularly from Geneva and Singapore. This

proved of value to the national health administrations in Europe in checking influenza in I926,

I927 and I929.

The Council has recently decided to convene, in April 193I, a European Conference on rural

hygiene considered as one of the most important factors in raising the standard of living in rural

areas. Preparatory work has been and is being done in view of this Conference. Invitations have

been issued to the Governments of non-European States which have a special interest in rural

problems to send observers to the Conference.

Comparative studies of various diseases of world importance have been made in Europe,

owing to the greater facilities for research; cancer, malaria, infant mortality are examples.

Health insurance, which was first applied in Europe, is another subject of which a study

has been made by the Health Organisation.



Appendix II.

SUMMARY OF THE MEMORANDUM FROM THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE
ON CERTAIN QUESTIONS, DEALT WITH BY THAT OFFICE, OF SPECIAL

INTEREST TO EUROPEAN STATES.1

This Memorandum pointed out that the World of Labour, of which the International Labour
Office has assumed the protection, cannot remain indifferent to any project for a European Union;
nor can any such project be undertaken or come to fruition without its co-operation. This Memo-
randum also pointed out that the list of questions already under study by the International
Labour Office with a view to fostering their solution included some which were of an essentially
European character, although it was impossible to maintain that any question, strictly speaking,
was the exclusive concern of Europe. The principle of the International Labour Organisation,
as of the League of Nations, was universality, and there was probably no single labour question
which affected only this or that continent. But there were, nevertheless, questions which were
principally the concern of Europe, and this Memorandum mentioned among the questions of such
a character, the conditions of labour in the coal-mining industry. The effects of the coal crisis had
first been felt in Europe, and the need for economic understanding was most clamant in the case
of the European producers of coal. But economic understanding was only possible in conjunction
with an understanding in regard to the conditions of labour. It was in this connection that the
question was brought before the International Labour Organisation by the Assembly of the
League of Nations in September 1929. A Preparatory Technical Conference had been called to
study the conditions of labour in coal-mines with a view to deciding in what cases international
regulation was possible. The Conference was to include representatives of the Governments and
of the employers and workers in the principal coal-producing countries of Europe. It laid down
the initial outlines of an agreement on the hours of labour in the mines. The International Labour
Conference was to take up the question again at its session in June 193I, in the hope of being
able to draft a convention which, though doubtless applicable to coal-mines in all countries of
the world, would, nevertheless, in the first instance, be applied to the coal-mines of Europe.

Another question which was no doubt of world interest but which called primarily for solution
in Europe was that of the conditions of labour on the shipping of great rivers. An international
convention on this question was required primarily for Europe, since it is in Europe that great
international rivers flow, requiring regulation of the conditions of labour on both sides of oon the
frontiers which they traverse. The International Labour Organisation had worked in conjunction
with the International Organisation for Communications and Transit of the League of Nations.
A Committee of Experts appointed by the Governing Body of the International Labour Office
had met and considered two questions susceptible of international settlement-the hours of
labour and the question of social insurance. The International Labour Office prepared reports
on these two questions. The Committee wene would then decide whether a proposal should be made
to one or other or both of these questions on the agenda of a future session of the International
Labour Conference.

The International Transport Federation brought before the Internationalnsrae he Labour Organisation
the question of the prevention of accidents in connection with the coupling of railway-wagons, and
the desirability of considering whether the customary methods of coupling should not be replaced
on the great European railway systems by the methods of automatic coupling already in use in
North America and Japan. A temporary Commission is studying this question.

The Memorandum dealt with three other more general questions of special interest for the
Continent of Europe.

In the first place, there is the question of the movements of labour from one country to another,
the ideal being undoubtedly the free circulation of individuals from one country to another and
their free establishment at any point on European territory. If the establishment of this freedom
is not to be economically injurious to any European country, it must be organised. The question
has already been studied by the Emigration Commission set up by the Governing Body of the
International Labour Office. It would no doubt shortly be placed on the agenda of the Inter-
national Labour Conference. It would then be possible to conceive of two conventions, one for
movements of labour within the Continent of Europe and the other for movements of labour
outside Europe.

A cognate problem was that of compensation for accidents to wage-earners of foreign natio-
nality in connection with their work. This is governed by an International Labour Convention
passed in I925. Of the twenty-six States which have ratified the Convention, twenty-two are
European States. It remained to adapt the general rules contained in this Convention to the
particular circumstances arising out of the closer solidarity existing between the European States.
The same principles might one day be applied to the retention of the right acquired to a pension
on account of invalidity, etc., by wage-earners who have worked in several countries and been
insured under various national insurance schemes.
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The Memorandum points out that, if in order to mitigate the evils of unemployment
which is prevalent throughout the world and especially in Europe, the possibility of reducing or
even completely abolishing tariffs between European countries were considered, such rationalisation
would bring in its train, together with many advantages, certain temporary evils. It would mean
the extinction of certain " artificial" industries which have grown up in some countries behind
the shelter of Customs barriers, and could not survive a system of complete free trade. The
International Labour Office has already undertaken certain Enquiries regarding measures of
compensation and adaptation. These would be labour questions peculiar to Europe.

The Memorandum finally deals with the agricultural crisis and points out that the Inter-
national Labour Organisation must have a say in it, since it must know how far the present
agricultural depression affects living conditions among agricultural labourers.

The Memorandum speaks of the nature of the International Labour Organisation which is
composed of representatives of the Governments, the employers and the workers. The charac-
teristic feature of its procedure is the essential part played by the legislative authorities of each
Member State. It is these authorities which, in each country, are called upon to approve
the draft conventions adopted by the International Labour Conference and to sanction them
by the international undertaking which is the outcome of ratification. This procedure should apply
universally to the States Members of all the continents, but although universal, this Organisation
can deal with particular questions, and the Memorandum asserts that labour questions particularly
affecting European States could more usefully be treated by the International Labour Organi-
sation than by the Commission of Enquiry through any diplomatic procedure that might be set
up with a view to enabling the European Union to function. Any rivalry between the two powers
must be prevented and close co-ordination must be established between the work of the Inter-
national Labour Organisation and that of the European Union in the field of the protection of
labour.

Appendix III.

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE COMMISSION OF ENQUIRY FOR EUROPEAN

UNION AT ITS SECOND SESSION IN JANUARY I93I. 

The Commission of Enquiry for European Union:

Having regard to the resolution of the Assembly of the League of Nations of September

17th, I930:
Decides to study the world economic crisis, in so far as it affects the European countries as

a whole, and to invite, through the Secretary-General, the Governments of Iceland, Turkey,
and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to participate in this study.

II.

The Commission of Enquiry for European Union:

Recognising the exceptional gravity of the crisis through which the risisi agricultural countries
of Central and Eastern Europe are passing, and the necessity of remedying this situation in Europe,
without awaiting those more far-reaching solutions which it trusts will be devised and for which
the Wheat Conference, to meet in Rome on March 26th, I93I, is to prepare:

Is of opinion that this situation could be greatly improved if the authorised representatives
of the European countries affected (grain-exporting countries of Central and Eastern Europe
and European importing countries) were to meet at an early date and make a common effort to
find means of disposing of the grain surplus at present available. The meeting would be called on
the sole initiative of the President of the Commission of Enquiry for European Union, and its
conclusions would be put into effect without further reference to the Commission of Enquiry.

III.

The Commission of Enquiry is of opinion that there will still remain an important question
for solution. The measures taken for the disposal of the 1930 harvest and those contemplated
below for the establishment of agricultural credit leave the problem of the export of future harvest
surpluses unaffected:

(a) The Wheat Conference, which is to meet at Rome in March I93I1, will no doubt make
suggestions of the utmost importance in regard to the world situation.

The Commission of Enquiry trusts that the overseas countries affected will consent to take
part in this Conference, so that the problem may be examined in all its aspects.
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(b) As regards Europe, it is necessary to set up a Committee to study all measures capable
of leading to the desired result, including tariff arrangements.

This Committee will be composed of eleven members-namely, the representatives of Austria,
Belgium, the British Empire, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, France, Germany, Italy, Norway,
Switzerland and Yugoslavia. The Secretary-General of the League of Nations will be asked for
the assistance of the technical committees, and the International Institute of Agriculture will
also be asked to help. The Committee will be summoned very shortly at the instance of the
President of the Commission of Enquiry for European Union. It will work as rapidly as possible,
and its conclusions will be submitted to the Commission of Enquiry for European Union.

IV.

With regard to agricultural credit, the Commission of Enquiry for European Union finds
that the investigation of this question has been carried far enough for a detailed scheme to be
drawn up.

The Financial Committee has made a very interesting report to the Commission of Enquiry,
and the latter notes that the Financial Committee is to continue its investigation.

It considers it highly desirable that a complete scheme of executory measures should be
submitted to the Council of the League of Nations in May next in such detail that, if approved
by the Council, it can be put into effect forthwith.

The Commission of Enquiry accordingly decides to appoint a Committee of eleven members
-namely, the representatives of the British Empire, Bulgaria, Denmark, France, Germany,
Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Roumania and Sweden-which will, if necessary,
hear the views of the representatives of the other countries concerned.

This Committee will watch the work of the Financial Committee and keep in touch with the
matter in order that a detailed programme, both financial and legal, may be submitted to the
Council of the League of Nations at its session in May next, so that it may deliberate with full
knowledge of the facts and prescribe prompt executory measures should it so decide.

V.

The Commission of Enquiry for European Union:

Being strongly of opinion that the result of the putting into force of the Commercial Convention
of March 24th, I930, would be to create such an atmosphere of stability and confidence as would
enable the execution of the programme of future negotiations also drawn up on March 24th, 1930,
to be usefully prosecuted and extended:

Counts upon its members to do all in their power to ensure that the said Commercial
Convention is speedily put into force; and

Trusts that the bilateral negotiations opened in consequence of the Conference with a View
to Concerted Economic Action of November 1930 may be actively pursued.

VI.

The Commission of Enquiry for European Union:

Being apprehensive in regard to the unemployment position in Europe and the very grave
consequences it is producing;

Requests the Secretariat of the League of Nations to acquaint it at the May session with the
first results of the work undertaken by the Economic and Financial Organisation and the
International Labour Office referred to in Resolution i6 of the eleventh Assembly.

VII.

A Committee is set up, consisting of the representatives of the British Empire, Denmark,
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland and Yugoslavia.

This Committee will examine the constitution, organisation and procedure of the Commission
of Enquiry for European Union. The other questions on the agenda of the Commission will also
be submitted to this Committee.

VIII.

As the result of our discussions and conversations during the last few days concerning the
problems which our Governments have respectively to face, it has become plain that economic
recovery is now being hindered by lack of confidence in the course of future events due to wide-
spread political anxiety. That anxiety has been increased by irresponsible talk in various quarters
concerning the possibility of international war.

We recognise that there are political difficulties in Europe at the present time, and that these
difficulties have been accentuated by the economic instability and unrest which the world economic
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depression has caused. The best service we can render towards the improvement of the economic
position is the firm assurance of European peace. We therefore declare, as Foreign Ministers or
responsible representatives of European States, that we are more than ever determined to use
the machinery of the League to prevent any resort to violence.

Appendix IV.

SUMMARY OF THE PRELIMINARY REPORT ON CERTAIN PHASES OF THE
ECONOMIC DEPRESSION. 1

I. THE ECONOMIC SITUATION IN I928.

The note begins with a description of the economic situation in 1928 and the years immediately
preceding. The adaptation of economic life in the years following immediately upon the war
proceeded at a rapid rate, and by 1925 the adjustment was more complete than might have been
expected. This period of recovery laid the foundations of an economic development throughout
the world of a rapidity which had perhaps never before been witnessed. In the three years 1925
to 1928 the output of foodstuffs and raw materials increased by 8 per cent and the quantum of
world trade by about I5 per cent. It is probable that the output of manufactured goods rose at
least as fast as that of raw materials i.e.,by about 8 per cent. During this period progress
was more rapid in Europe than in other parts of the world.

At the same time most monetary systems were re-organised on a gold basis, and international
movements of capital reached large proportions. In 1928 the net foreign lending of capital-
exporting countries amounted to about 2,300 million dollars, of which a little more than 40 per
cent went to Germany. Indeed, a casual observer of world economic conditions in that year might
well have come to the conclusion that the situation was, if not satisfactory, at least improving
rapidly, and that the prospects for the future were rather reassuring than otherwise.

In fact, however, the position was much less stable and the adjustment much less complete
than it appeared. It is quite possible that the impression of " normality " was to a large extent
due to the fact that certain of the readjustments which the novel and far-reaching changes in the
economic structure called for had not been made. For example, so long as a tendency to partial
over-production is met by increasing stocks, the day for an adjustment of production-always a
delicate proceeding-is put off. In the case of many commodities this is exactly what happened.
In 1928 for instance there was an evident tendency to over-production of cereals. The supply
tended to augment rapidly under the influence of technical progress. In Canada, the Argentine
and Australia the wheat crop was about twice as large as in the years preceding the war. At the
same time a rise in the standard of living tended to turn the consumers' demand from bread to
more expensive food, like vegetables and animal foodstuffs. The stocks of wheat were increasing
-as a result partly of the various measures taken to maintain prices-and in I928 they totalled
15.8 million tons as compared with 8.8 million tons three years earlier.

The situation was similar with regard to sugar and coffee, but radically different in the case of
animal foodstuffs. The economic position of farmers in the countries specialising in animal
foodstuffs was relatively favourable.

While the tendency towards over-production of cereals, sugar and certain colonial foods was
evident, the position with regard to raw materials was much less clear. Yet it seems probable that
in the case of some of them, at any rate, productive capacity was increasing faster than prospective
demand. In certain cases stocks were rising; in other cases the exceptional demand created by
the boom in manufacturing industries in 1928 and the first half of 1929 delayed the time when
the excessive producing capacity would emerge.

II. THE TURN OF THE BUSINESS CYCLE IN 1929.

Profound changes in the technique of production, in commercial policy or in the politico-
economic structure are usually regarded as being of a different kind from those which are involved
in the so-called business cycle i.e., the recurrence at fairly regular intervals of alternating periods
of prosperity and depression. A failure to adapt industry and trade to the former changes is,
therefore, often called " structural maladjustment " as distinguished from the maladjustments
arising out of the business cycle, with its recurrent booms and depressions. As indicated above,
tendencies towards a structural maladjustment had been at work during the years immediately
preceding 1929, and in some cases from many years before then; but their existence had to some
extent been concealed or forgotten, and their effects partly offset by the upward trend of the
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business cycle in the United States and elsewhere, which exercised a stimulating influence on
the world economic situation in general. It is natural that the turn of the business cycle and the
beginning of a period of crisis should open the doors for the delayed effects of the structural
maladjustment. This is what happened in 1929 and I930.

It was in he early autumn of that the decisive turn came when the en boom broke in the
United States and gave place to a severe depression. Up to that time world trade and probably
world production was expanding. The note does not enter upon a discussion of the causes of the
recurrence of business cycles in general, or why a depression followed upon the boom in 1929, but
concentrates attention on the question why the present depression has become so intense and
widespread as it is. The answer is partly, as already indicated above, that a delayed adjustment
to the new structural conditions had to be made. Moreover, the existence of a profound structural
maladjustment made the situation unstable and lessened the power of resistance to those disturbing
and depressing tendencies which are more or less inherent in the business cycle.

The reversal of international capital movements in I929, when American lending abroad
practically ceased and money from Europe ane d elsewhere bean to flow over to New York,
exercised a profound influence on the world economic situation. Money markets everywhere
became stringent, discount rates were raised, and credit in general was restricted. The effects
were, of course, felt most severely in the borrowing countries, which had adapted their economic
life and international economic relations to and inflow of foreign capital that was now suddenly
checked. Unfortunately, a number of these borrowing countries-the Argentine, Australia,
Brazil, Hungary, Roumania and others-were largely exporters of those food products the prices
of which had in previous months been subject to a heavy decline: so that in these countries the
supply of foreign exchange fell off for a double reason, and great difficulties in balancing their
international accounts arose. The effect of the consequent credit restriction was that large stocks
of staple commodities, such as coffee, wheat, etc., were thrown on the market. A rapid decline
in their prices followed. At the same time the situation of manufacturing industries grew worse
with the advance of the business cycle depression. As always in such cases, traders and manufac-
turers reduced their purchases of raw materials, preferring to lower their stocks and buy only
from hand to mouth. This curtailment of demand naturally led to a fall in the prices of raw
materials also, which became all the more severe as a result of the widespread uncertainty and
pessimism which prevailed.

The prices of manufactured commodities sank less rapidly, and in consequence the incomes
of the producers of primary commodities declined more rapidly than those of the industrial
communities-e.g., in Western Europe: but the latter also could not fail to feel the effects of the
reduced demand from the countries dependent upon the sales of primary products. The output
of manufactured goods was reduced, and unemployment grew to appalling figures.

III. AN ACCOUNT OF THE DEPRESSION.

In the autumn of 1929 many competent observers expected the depression to be of short
duration. At one time in the spring of I930 there seemed to be indications that this expectation
would be fulfilled. The recovery, however, was short-lived, and the depression gathered new
strength in the latter half of I930. Production and price curves have continued downwards,
although the rate of decline was somewhat reduced towards the end of I930 and the beginning
of the present year.

Many figures are given which show the extent to which production and trade have been
reduced and unemployment has grown. For instance, the index of the volume of production
declined from 109 in Germany, o108 in the United Kingdom and 112 in the United States of
America, in the second quarter of I929, to 75, 90 and 76 respectively in the last quarter of I930.
In France the reduction was much smaller. The trade figures show that during the first twelve
months of the depression Europe suffered less than other parts of the world. For instance, the
international trade of European countries during the first nine months of I930 fell short of the
figure of the previous year by 12 per cent, whereas the reduction in the international trade of
extra-European countries declined by 23 per cent. In the last quarter of the year the new
reduction was, however, of the same relative proportion in Europe as elsewhere.

After an analysis of the position of certain important industries, the note proceeds to a study
of the decline in stock-exchange quotations and the increase of stocks of staple commodities.
It is shown that the leading countries have seen their stock-exchange indices drop by 30 per cent
to 50 per cent, and that stocks of staple commodities have been rising up to the spring of I931.
It is noted, however, that the so-called invisible stocks in the hands of manufacturers and
retailers have probably undergone a substantial reduction.

There follows an analysis of the development of prices of different sorts of commodities,
crude food products, raw materials, semi-manufactured goods and manufactured goods. Wholesale
prices of raw materials have, as usual in periods of depression, dropped much more than those
of finished goods. Prices of cotton, raw silk, wool, jute, rubber, hides, tin and copper have all
dropped to about one-half of those ruling two years ago. The most important exceptions are
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coal and iron and steel, which have not fallen heavily. Price agreements between producers

are partly responsible for the fact that prices of manufactured goods have dropped relatively

little, and that the prices of goods which are not dependent on the international market have

fallen less than import and export prices. Retail prices have lagged somewhat behind wholesale

prices, but have taken the same downward course. Nominal wages of manufacturing workers

have remained almost unchanged in most countries and do not seem anywhere to have dropped

as much as the cost of living. Thus, real wages have risen.

The influence on prices of the various sorts of maladjustment, regulation and friction of

all kinds is, however, only one aspect of the price situation. The latter cannot be explained

without reference to the development of money and credit conditions during the depression.

The note draws special attention to the fact that, in spite of a considerable and rapid decline

of discount rates, long-term interest rates, like bond yields, have declined relatively little

(1/2per cent to I per cent) since the autumn of 1929. This easing of the capital market has been

too small to enable all current savings to be absorbed by the borrowers. Hence, it. seems probable

that the total of current savings has not been loaned out or put into capital investments, and that

for this reason purchasing power as a whole has declined and the price level been affected in

a downward direction. One aspect of this development is the reduction in the export of capital

from lending countries. The money which owners of capital in lending countries have failed to

lend to countries with higher rates of interest, in which it would have been used for capital

investments, has probably in part not been used at all.

It is in this state of the capital markets that the maladjustments in production and trade

previously described have been exercising their influence. The question which is often put as

to whether the causes of the drop in prices are to be found in connection with money and capital

or in connection with production and trade is wrongly put. If either of these two factors-monetary

policy or industrial maladjustment-had been different, then the economic development and the

movement of the price-levels might also have been different.

The severity of the drop in prices and of the depression in general appears therefore to be

due to deep-seated difficulties in the adjustment of production to demand and in international

economic relations, especially international credit transactions, and to the absence of offsetting

factors in the credit situation. The credit situation itself is affected at all times by monetary

policy and current economic conditions alike, and monetary policy in its turn is not conducted

in a vacuum, but is always largely determined by economic conditions. But the lack of adapta-

bility in the economic systems of the world, partly due to political instability and lack of

confidence, has prevented such changes being made in the basic conditions, before and after

the turn in 1929, as might have mitigated the depression.

The note also draws attention to the differences in the relative position of different countries

-the comparatively favourable position of countries producing animal foodstuffs, and of

manufacturing countries, in particular those having a relatively flexible economic organisation, etc.

The report ends with an analysis of the situation in the spring of I931. In the three or

four months preceding March of this year there was a slowing down in the rate of the depression

which was clearly noticeable both in the price and production curves and in the stocks of

commodities. A certain stabilisation seemed to be approaching. In the last six weeks, however,

raw material prices have again begun to drop rapidly, and the situation seems to be weaker

than in March. A seasonal rise of output in manufacturing industries in the early spring has

been followed by a decline which is probably also seasonal. It is, however, at present impossible

to say whether the depression has gathered new force, or whether the next few months will

witness the stabilisation of economic conditions which is the usual prelude to recovery.

Appendix V.

SUMMARY OF THE MEMORANDUM FROM THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE

ON THE QUESTION OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN ITS BEARING ON THE

INTERESTS OF THE WORKERS. 1

At its fifty-second session (April I8th to 22nd, 1931), M. Albert Thomas, Director of the

International Labour Office, put before the Governing Body of the International Labour Office

a memorandum for submission to the Commission of Enquiry for European Union, with a view

to practical action in connection with unemployment in Europe.
This document brings out the specifically European aspects of world unemployment. It

recalls the conditions peculiar to Europe as regards the causes of the crisis and the means employed
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to attenuate its effects, more particularly by means of unemployment insurance. It lays special
stress, however, on two points: (i) the organisation of the finding of employment for workers;
(2) the execution of extensive public works.

i. European Labour Exchange. The Convention on unemployment, adopted at Washington
in I9g9 by the International Labour Conference, laid the basis for the sound organisation of the
finding of employment for workers. Of the twenty-four States which ratified that Convention,
twenty-one are in Europe. The measures taken by them in the matter have certainly done some-
thing to make the crisis more bearable and even to attenuate it. It may be asked, however,
whether the development of public employment exchanges in the various European countries
is sufficient. The Convention provided that the operations of the various national systems would
be " co-ordinated by the International Labour Office in agreement with the countries concerned ".
This provision has remained a dead letter so far. The time has probably come to attempt to
apply it in the case of the European countries.

Either the International Labour Office itself or some public institution of a non-commercial
nature, established in connection with the Office, could act as a sort of clearing-house for the
regular review of the demand and supply of labour in all occupations. What has been done as
regards the buying and selling of certain materials required by industry might be attempted
in the case of the organisation of the employment of workers, in order to give them all work and
the means of subsistence under acceptable conditions. Such an institution would be a sort of
European labour exchange. It would present a moral as well as a material advantage; it would
give European peoples the habit of considering questions of employment, not merely from the
national point of view, but from an international point of view.

Recently, certain States have endeavoured to arrange exchanges of young workers, chiefly
printers and hotel employees, with a view to enabling them to improve their knowledge of their
trade and of foreign languages. The International Labour Office has acted as an intermediary
in these exchanges. It has, moreover, with the assistance of various countries, done valuable
work in the finding of employment for Russian refugees; in spite of particularly unfavourable
conditions, employment was found for 35,000 of the refugees.

The ground is thus not entirely new. If so desired, a European labour exchange could be
rapidly set up and get to work within the actual framework of the many laws designed to protect
labour markets against invasion by foreign labour.

2. Programme of Extensive Public Works in Europe.'- In a recently published study, the
International Labour Office has pointed out the value for the various countries of a national
public works policy laid down in advance and capable of alleviating, if not preventing, unemploy-
ment, by holding over until a crisis shows signs of appearing, the execution of works not absolutely
required by a specific date.

Besides pointing out the importance of national public works as a partial remedy for the
crisis, the Unemployment Committee, which met in January last, drew attention to " the possi-
bility of Governments coming to an agreement, through the appropriate organs of the League
of Nations, with a view to joint execution of extensive public works of an international character ".

Such work is of direct use to the country in which it is carried out, and it is of indirect, but
not less vital, importance to other countries, through the substantial improvements which are
provided for all concerned and through the orders of material or equipment and the demand for
labour to which it gives rise. Such work would also present a psychological and moral advantage;
it would interest all the countries of Europe in objects of a European character, and would thus
develop that spirit of collaboration, that "European spirit", which it is the object of the Commission
of Enquiry for European Union to create.

Without attempting, at the present stage, to draw up a scheme, the International Labour
Office directs attention to some ideas which have already been put forward in this connection.

One such idea is for a great international road system to meet the requirements of a constantly
increasing motor traffic. Special routes for motor traffic are everywhere being made in the most
advanced countries of Europe. They are, however, not connected with one another. Such a road
system should have main arteries, both longitudinal and transversal. There might, for example,
be one main artery passing through Paris, Vienna and Athens, another through Paris, Berlin,
Warsaw and Moscow, a transversal trans-alpine artery and another from the Balkans to the
Baltic. This would represent the nervous system of the united Europe which it is desired to create.

A system of navigable waterways is also needed. Certain regional systems already exist
and only require to be co-ordinated. The linking up of the Rhine and the Rhone and of the North
German system with that of the Danube would be enterprises which would affect international
waterways or waterways which pass through various countries. They would be of interest to a
large number of commercial Powers of Western, Northern and Central Europe.

The Director of the International Labour Office also refers to the problem of the international
distribution of electrical power, already mentioned by the Belgian Government in a memorandum
to the Commission of Enquiry for European Union.

He refers, lastly, to a scheme with which the Office has long been specially preoccupied-the
uniform and concerted substitution on all railways on the continent of Europe of a system of
automatic coupling for the present system of screw coupling which still causes many fatal accidents
every year. According to the calculations of experts, this undertaking, which is so desirable on
humanitarian, economic and even technical grounds, would provide work for more than 600,000
men for five years.

*

The Director of the International Labour Office emphasises the fact that, in the considerations
set forth, he has systematically confined himself to what was strictly within the competence of
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the International Labour Organisation and to those questions within the competence of the

Organisation which could be studied by the Commission of Enquiry for European Union with a

view to action in the near future. He fully realises that other economic or financial action may

produce a greater effect in reducing unemployment, but notes the constantly recurring difficulties
encountered in the negotiations which have been carried on for some years past in this connection.
From the point of view of the unemployed, immediate results are required; even if those results

are limited, it does not matter so much provided they are tangible. Accordingly, the Director
of the International Labour Office has deliberately left out of account in his memorandum more

far-reaching and, possibly, in the long run, more effective proposals, such as problems of wages
and hours of work, which, in their connection with unemployment, have given rise to controversy

between the employers' and workers' representatives on the Governing Body. The study of these
wide problems will be systematically continued as part of the normal work of the International
Labour Organisation. In the proposals for submission to the Commission of Enquiry for European
Union, the Director of the Office has confined himself to a few limited and definite suggestions
concerned more especially with Europe.

In order that they may be studied and set in motion as rapidly as possible, he proposes:

(I) That a sub-committee of three members of the Commission of Enquiry for European
Union should discuss with three members of the Governing Body of the International Labour
Office, and with the assistance of experts-i.e., the heads of the competent administrations-
the possibility of the immediate development of the international placing of workers and

the migration of workers in Europe; 
(2) That another sub-committee, on which the Governing Body of the International

Labour Office might also be represented (for labour questions), should draw up a scheme of
European public works to be carried out in the near future.

Appendix VI.

MEMORANDA SUBMITTED BY THE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE

OF AGRICULTURE. 1

I. MEMORANDUM OF THE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE ON THE WORLD CRISIS

IN RELATION TO THE AGRICULTURE OF THE EUROPEAN STATES, WITH PARTICULAR

REFERENCE TO. UNEMPLOYMENT.

i. In compliance with the resolution of the eleventh Assembly providing for the co-operation
of the Institute and of the League of Nations in respect of the agricultural aspects of the enquiry
on the economic depression, the International Institute of Agriculture has published a memorandum
on the World Crisis in relation to agriculture.

The table of index numbers of agricultural prices in nine European countries reveals a serious

and continuous drop in prices from I929 to 193I, and clearly shows the gravity and widespread
character of this fall in prices throughout Europe (in 1931 approximately one-third of the 1929
prices).

The effect on the economic situation of the farming classes has been especially keenly felt,
as the general level of prices, and especially of working costs (wages, interest, liabilities, taxes,
social charges) has fallen much less rapidly than the prices of agricultural produce. The position
of European farmers is becoming steadily worse and constitutes one of the most disquieting
aspects of the general economic crisis. Purchasing power is being reduced in consequence of the
fall in prices of agricultural products and of the increasing disproportion between farming receipts
and expenditure. The results on all other branches of economic activity are disastrous. The crisis

in industry, trade and transport is to a large extent the result of the impoverishment of the peasant
classes, itself due to the agricultural crisis. It is in this crisis that there will be found the main

cause underlying the prevailing economic distress.
The methods employed in the national field have proved ineffective and frequently

dangerous. Measures of protection adopted by one country have given rise to retaliatory measures
elsewhere. International action alone is capable of leading to a practical solution of the present
difficulties.

2. That form of unemployment which is the consequence of the development of the technique
of production concerns agriculture most deeply. It is the rural population who are the first to pay

dearly for the mechanisation of the means of production. The unemployment of the town-workers
lowers the purchasing power of the population, whence comes the glutting of the markets with

agricultural products and the depreciation of farming income. Agriculture must put forward
a scheme for the reshaping of the economic structure to the new demands of technique. As regards
Europe this question takes on a special aspect. The fall in the death rate results in a considerable
annual surplus of population. In order to find employment for this mass of workers European
economy should import raw materials from abroad, and the other continents which should supply
these in return for the manufactured products of Europe are preferring to manufacture these
goods themselves, utilising their own raw materials.

No scheme of European co-operation and union can therefore leave the other continents out
of consideration.

1 Document C.323 .M. I4 8.193I.VII.
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The International Institute of Agriculture requests the Committee of Enquiry to examine
the following proposal: to establish a special sub-committee consisting of representatives of the
technical organisations of the League of Nations (in particular of the Economic and Financial
Organisation, and the Organisation for Communications and Transit), of the International Labour
Office, of the International Institute of Agriculture, and possibly including representatives of the
Bank of International Settlements. This body should be asked to undertake the study of the
problem of unemployment from the point of view of a radical organisation of economic life,
based on the maximum utilisation for common ends of lands, raw materials, labour and capital.

II. MEMORANDUM ON THE WORK OF THE WORLD WHEAT CONFERENCE HELD AT ROME FROM

MARCH 26th TO APRIL 2nd, I93I AND ON THE TENT OF THE FINAL ACT OF THE CONFERENCE.

This memorandum takes the form of a commentary on the decisions embodied in the Final
Act (communicated at the same time) relative to the Organisation of Wheat Production and of
the Wheat Trade, International Agricultural Credit, and the Preferential Tariff System.

III. MEMORANDUM ON THE CREATION OF AN INTERNATIONAL BANKING INSTITUTION FOR THE

PURPOSE OF SHORT-TERM AGRICULTURAL CREDIT.

The Rome Wheat Conference stressed the importance for agriculture of short-term credit;
this form of credit which at the present time is granted at too high a rate of interest must play
an essential part in the restoration of the economic and commercial equilibrium of farming.
The effects of the crisis could also be attenuated by means of a credit system, the object of which
is to support agriculture during the difficult phase of the passage of produce from the place of
production to the market. Hitherto the organisation of agricultural credit has not sufficiently
taken into account the expense attaching to the various operations to which agricultural products
are subjected: holding, storing, conserving, packing, transport, shipment, etc.

Realising the necessity of promoting the more widespread development of short-term agri-
cultural credit, the International Institute of Agriculture has conceived the idea of creating
an international bank for the purposes of short-term credit. Such a bank would be able to
establish relations with the International Agricultural Mortgage Credit Bank, and would work
through the national or regional institutions. Working with an international capital it would
act as a great rediscounting institution. Loans would be made in the form of bills and have
collateral security in the form of goods deposited in public and private warehouses. The lowest
possible rates of interest would be charged.

This Institution would be intended to fill up the financial or technical gaps in the existing
systems of agricultural credit. It might later extend its operations so as to include the principle
of " acceptance " credit as practised in Great Britain.

The International Institute of Agriculture requests the Commission of Enquiry to give its
moral support to this new initiative and to nominate a sub-committee to enter into relations
with the Institute for the examination of this question.

IV. PRINCIPAL RESULTS OF THE BANKING ENQUIRY ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL

CREDIT, ENDUCTED BY THE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE.

As long ago as I926 the International Institute of Agriculture conducted an enquiry on
this subject. It gives a summary of the replies to a questionnaire sent to the agricultural institutes
of various countries.

Appendix VII.

REPORT OF TIlE ORGANISATION SUB-COMMITTEE. 1

At its meeting on January 2Ist, 193I, the Commission of Enquiry for European Union set
up a sub-committee, consisting of the representatives of Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
British Empire, Greece, Italy, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland and Yugoslavia, to study
the constitution, organisation and procedure of the Commission.
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I. Before submitting to the Commission the outcome of the Sub-Committee's discussions,
it may be well to recall in a few words the origin and character of the Commission.

It will be remembered that the Assembly expressed its conviction that close co-operation
between the Governments of Europe in every field of international activity was of capital
importance for the preservation of peace, and associated itself with the unanimous opinion of the

representatives of the European Governments that such co-operation was necessary. It invited
the Governments of the European States Members of the League of Nations to form themselves
into a League Commission to pursue the enquiry. It was thus clearly specified that this Commission
should be an organ of the League, but that it should be open to the Commission to pursue its
enquiries in conjunction with non-European Members and with European non-member Governments.
On this subject the President of the Assembly said: " I am sure that I am expressing the unanimous
opinion of the Assembly in saying that those States Members of the League which are not

represented on the Commission just set up should nevertheless be entitled to send observers to

the Commission's meetings, so that they may submit their views should they think fit. I take
it that the Assembly approves this proposal ".

2. It may also be well to call attention to the fact that, after the Commission's second session,
the Chairman was deputed to communicate to the Council the resolutions passed by the Commis-

sion, with a request that it take note of them and authorise the technical organisations and

the Secretary-General of the League to take the necessary action. The Council, at its meeting
on January 23rd, 1931, acted accordingly.

From all this we obtain certain essential facts regarding the constitution and organisation
of our Commission. First, as we have already seen, the Commission is a League Commission,
and it is its duty, as such, to report to the Council and Assembly, which will decide what action

is to be taken on its resolutions. Under these conditions, therefore, the Commission may secure

the assistance of the technical organisations and advisory committees of the League.

Secondly, those States Members of the League which are not represented on the Commission
are entitled to send observers to its meetings and submit their views should they think fit. These

States share, moreover, in the general supervision exercised by the Council and the Assembly
over all the Commission's proceedings.

3. Acting as a League Commission, the Commission of Enquiry is subject, generally, to the
usual rules for such commissions, but it can, of course, make special rules of its own. For example,
the Commission has already agreed that each Government may be represented by a delegate and, if

it so desires, by a deputy delegate. Again, the Commission has already invited certain European
Governments not Members of the League to take part in the study of the world economic crisis

in so far as it affects the European countries as a whole. Further, it has set up ad hoc Committees
of its own Members to deal with special questions. Naturally, it retains the right to set up other

such committees in the future, on the understanding that, in each case, it will decide upon their
composition, the subject with which they are to deal, and their duration. In each case, such

committees should include representatives of the States specially interested in the questions
under consideration.

For the better organisation of our proceedings, it would doubtless be well to ask any Member

who may wish to place a question on the agenda of any session to inform the Secretary-General
not less than one month before the opening of the session. With the Chairman's approval, the

Secretary-General could then send out a provisional agenda to all Members three weeks before the

beginning of the session. Every request to have a question placed on the agenda should

be accompanied by a statement specifying in detail the subject in question and its European
aspects.

At the first meeting of each session the Commission would fix its final agenda, and questions
which were referred to the Commission but were not on the provisional agenda could not, of course,

be discussed at the current session unless, for reasons of urgency, the Commission so decided. The

Commission could always refer any question submitted to it to an ad hoc sub-commission for a

preliminary opinion before deciding whether to place it on the agenda.

The Commission has already laid it down that, in principle, its proceedings shall be public.

It might be arranged that, following the practice of the League Council, the Commission shall

hold a private meeting at the beginning of each session for the purpose of fixing the final agenda.

Every year, after the Assembly of the League of Nations, the Commission would elect its

Chairman and its Vice-Chairman.
The Secretary-General of the League of Nations would always act as Secretary to the

Commission.
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Appendix VIII.

RESOLUTIONS ON ECONOMIC QUESTIONS ADOPTED BY THE COMMISSION OF
ENQUIRY FOR EUROPEAN UNION AT ITS THIRD SESSION IN MAY I93I.1

The Commission of Enquiry for European Union:
Being desirous of studying all methods likely to remedy the crisis which is now weighing

upon European countries, and of which the prolongation would cause an ever-growing distress
and misery;

Being convinced that the solution of this problem must be sought in ever more intimate
economic co-operation between the States of Europe and the whole world:

Adopts the following resolutions:

I. ECONOMIC CO-ORDINATION SUB-COMMITTEE.

The Commission of Enquiry decides to appoint an Economic Co-ordination Sub-Committee.
All the States which take part in the work of the Commission of Enquiry will be represented

on this Sub-Committee.
The Sub-Committee will meet at Geneva on July 6th, I93I. This date will enable it to make

its report to the Commission of Enquiry in good time and to communicate it before the Assembly
to those Members of the League which are not represented on the Commission of Enquiry.

The Sub-Committee will endeavour to co-ordinate and, where necessary, to amplify the con-
clusions that will be submitted to it after the special meetings referred to below, but its competence
will not necessarily be limited to the questions dealt with at those meetings. On the contrary,
the economic sphere with which it will deal is to be conceived on the widest lines.

It will therefore be free to make to the Commission of Enquiry any proposals on economic
questions that it may think fit.

2. AGRICULTURAL PROBLEMS.

(a) Having noted the recommendation passed by the "Committee to study the Problem
of the Export of Future Harvest Surpluses of Cereals ", which met in Paris on February 26th-28th
last, the Commission of Enquiry again convenes that Committee for June ioth, I931, in Geneva,
with a view to considering the proposals made by various delegations concerning agricultural
problems, with due reference to the results of the Rome and London Conferences.

This Committee will be enlarged by the addition of the delegates of Hungary, Poland,
Roumania, Turkey and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. It may, if it thinks fit, get into
touch with the oversea wheat-exporting countries which took part in the Rome and London
Conferences.

The question of agricultural preference is specially mentioned under Item 7 of this report.

(b) The Commission has considered with interest the communication from the International
Institute of Agriculture regarding the establishment of an international organisation for short-term
agricultural credit, in which matter the preparatory work is already well advanced.

The Commission desires to be kept informed of the progress of future work on this question.
It is of opinion that that work would be facilitated by the co-operation of the financial and

economic organisations of the League.

3. PROBLEMS OF PRODUCTION AND TRADE.

The Commission of Enquiry recommends that tariff negotiations should be pursued and that
consideration should be given to the desirability of extending and developing international
economic agreements.

In particular :

(a) It requests the Council to convene a meeting, when it thinks fit and after consulting
the Economic Committee or its Bureau and the President of the Conference with a View to
Concerted Economic Action, to take steps for the application of the principles formulated in the
Commercial Convention of March 24 th, 1930; and at the same time it recommends the European
States to conform as far as possible henceforward to the principles laid down in that Convention.

1 Document C.395.M.1 5 8.I9 3 I.VII (Extract).
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(b) It invites the States to continue and to endeavour to bring to a successful conclusion
as rapidly as possible the commercial negotiations entered into by agreement between various
Governments and the British Government on the latter's initiative.

(c) The Commission of Enquiry decides to convene at Geneva, on June 24th next, a Committee
of highly qualified experts on economic subjects generally, who, working in contact with their
Governments and availing themselves of the work of the economic organisations of the League
and of the International Labour Office, will examine, in complete freedom and in a spirit of liberal
understanding, all means which may seem calculated to bring about closer and more profitable
co-operation between the different countries with a view to improving the organisation of production
and trade in the general interest.

These experts will be ten in number, one being appointed by each of the following Govern-
ments: Belgian, British, Czechoslovak, French, German, Italian, Netherlands, Polish, Swedish
and Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

The Committee may secure the assistance of the industrial experts with special knowledge
of the question of international economic agreements who are already co-operating in the work
of the Economic Committee of the League of Nations.

4. AUSTRIA.

A proposal had been submitted to the Commission of Enquiry that a committee be set up

to consider measures by which the difficulties peculiar to Austria might be remedied.
The Commission took note of this proposal. The representative of Austria having stated

that his Government proposed, if necessary, itself to submit suggestions concerning the problems
peculiar to Austria for consideration by the special committees provided for by the Commission,
the latter approved this procedure.

5. CREDIT.

With regard to the problem of credit, the Commission of Enquiry considers it highly desirable

that the work of mutual aid among the European countries which it is pursuing may be seconded,
thanks to the confidence which should result, by an effective policy of financial co-operation,
more especially in the matter of long-term credit.

With a view to preparing for this co-operation, it requests the Council to appoint a small
committee of five members, consisting of representatives of the Governments, to consider, in

conjunction with a delegation of the Financial Committee, what practical steps could be taken
to facilitate the issue of State loans of an international character by more active intervention
on the part of the League of Nations, within the scope of its organisation and in agreement with

the bodies controlling the principal markets.
This Committee's attention will be drawn to the value of the enquiries undertaken by the

International Labour Office with a view to relieving unemployment by means of important public
works.

6. COLLABORATION WITH SPECIAL COMMITTEES.

The Governments not represented on the special Committees mentioned in this report may

submit to those Committees memoranda or proposals and may, if necessary, delegate a represen-
tative to support such memoranda or proposals.

7. AGRICULTURAL PREFERENCE.

(a) The Commission of Enquiry recognises that, apart from the measures now in course
of preparation or execution (organisation of the grain market, agricultural mortgage credit,

etc.), the establishment of a preferential agricultural regime would have the effect of ensuring

in the abnormal circumstances now prevailing prices which would afford a better return for the
Central and Eastern European grain exporters.

The Committee mentioned in resolution 2 above, which is to meet on June Ioth, 1931, may,

if necessary, be entrusted with the task of ensuring the regular application of an exceptional
regime of this nature and of co-ordinating the various arrangements made or contemplated with
this object by the exporting States in agreement with the importing States.

The Commission of Enquiry considers that the particular facilities in question, designed to

meet the difficulties of the present situation, could be granted only as an exceptional and temporary
measure and subject to the interests of third States.

Further, the concessions which might be made in compensation should not be of a preferential
character.

The question of the extension of special facilities to agricultural products other than grain

will be placed on the agenda of the Co-ordination Sub-Committee referred to in Section I above.
Meanwhile the Secretariat will prepare the necessary material so far as it can obtain information
from the countries concerned.
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8. TRADE IN, AND TRANSIT OF, LIVE-STOCK, ETC.

Having regard to the capital importance of the problems of the trade in, and transit of, live-
stock, etc., the Commission of Enquiry decides that the conclusions at which the Economic
Committee may arrive in this connection at its next session, shall also be referred to the Sub-
Commission on Economic Co-ordination.

9. UNEMPLOYMENT.

The Commission of Enquiry, having taken note of the International Labour Office's proposals
with a view to practical action to relieve unemployment in Europe, requests that, with the Council's
approval, a sub-committee composed of six members of the Commission should study, together
with six members of the Governing Body of the International Labour Office, the problems of
unemployment and in particular the possibility of developing forthwith the ssinternational distri-
bution of labour and emigration of workers in Europe.

This Sub-Committee will also have to consider the draft contained in the Memorandum
submitted by the International Institute of Agriculture proposing a better use of all the factors
constituting production.

io. TRANSPORT AND TRANSIT OF ELECTRIC POWER.

The Commission of Enquiry requests the Council to ask the Communications and Transit
Organisation to study the question of the regime of international exchanges of electric power
in Europe and to consult the Belgian, Czechoslovak, Norwegian and Spanish Governments in
the matter.

II. CUSTOMS EXEMPTION FOR LIQUID FUEL.

The Commission of Enquiry requests the Council the to ask the Communications and Transit
Organisation to study this question, if necessary in collaboration with the Economic Organisation,
and invites the States Members of the Commission of Enquiry to forward to the Secretariat the
documentary material relating to the regulations applied in this connection in this e different
countries.

12. CUSTOMS NOMENCLATURE.

With a view to contributing towards the improvement of conditions of trade between the
different European countries, the Commission of Enquiry requests the Council to invite the
Committee of Experts appointed to frame a draft unified nomenclature to expedite its work
in order that its conclusions may be submitted to the next Assembly.

I3. TREATMENT OF FOREIGNERS.

The Commission of Enquiry considers that a system of co-operation between the European
States is inconceivable unless the nationals and undertakings of one State receive in the territory
of the other States equitable treatment approaching as nearly as possible to that accorded to the
nationals and undertakings of the State concerned.

It reaffirms that it would be desirable, as already asserted by the International Conference
on the Treatment of Foreigners at the close of its first session on December 5th, I929, to " draft

. the proposed Convention on the most liberal lines, with the possibility of appending
exceptions based on special situations of fact or of law at present existing, in view of which
Governments would put forward their proposals ".

The Commission of Enquiry has been informed of the steps taken in this sense by several
of its members with a view to ensuring the success of the second session of the International
Conference on the Treatment of Foreigners, and of the conformity of views reached by them on
the majority of important points.

Being confident of the successful issue of the combined efforts of all its members in this field,
the Commission invites the latter to give their whole attention, in a spirit of genuine international
co-operation, to the various problems raised by the drafts of the Convention on the Treatment
of Foreigners, and to take all useful steps to enable the delegates of the European States at the
next session of the Conference to be furnished with instructions allowing of the conclusion of a
convention representing a real improvement in the system of European economic relations.

I4. PACT OF ECONOMIC NON-AGGRESSION.

The Commission of Enquiry had also to consider the draft Protocol submitted by the delegation
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. It decides to refer it for examination to the Sub-
Committee mentioned under Resolution I above.




